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Collage and assemblage-techniques has in history played a signifi-
cant part, not only in art, but is also as we know, one of the most basic 
elements when it comes to planning and designing space. Through-
out history, amongst professionals and amateurs, the interests in how 
individuals (in my case; objects as spaces) might effect each other and 
together act as a whole. On their own, acting in one behaviour, but 
together, does it behave in a different manner? Does the individuals 
start to inform and deform each other, and thereby perform differently? 
Does it only result in a visual deformation, or can parameters of behav-
iour start effect on other levels as well?

When observing the Augsburg Art Cabinet, made in 1632 by Philipp 
Hainhofer, one is not only exposed to the obvious symbolism and 
ornamental features of the cabinet, but also in the actual organisation 
of space. The piece of furniture was made to represent the world as 
a whole, but based upon separate parts of different purpose (such as 
nature is organised). Opening a drawer can suddenly change the entire 
composition, and the piece of furniture starts to perform in a different 
manner.  Every drawer and locker in the furniture  is individually based 
upon a certain object.
 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet_of_curiosities) 

INTRODUCTION

The Augsburg Art Cabinet

http://www.gustavianum.uu.se/en/node128

An Art Cabinet, 

http://thiswritelife.wordpress.com/cabinet-

of-curiosities/2



INTRODUCTION

The cabinets mainly works as an assemblage, where the individual objects 
never really effect each other in a physical sence. They barely inform or interact 
with each other and can therefore be described as a Whole only encapsulating 
the individual objects with an envelope. There is no deformation and intersec-
tion between the individual parts, and no ambiguous relationship between the 
singular Parts. 

Compared to more contemporary and common representation of science today, 
the collection of the cabinet was determined after the design of the cabinet, not 
the other way around, where program and function many times determines the 
design. I find it intriguing that Hainhofer then still was able to design every 
piece as an individual for its own purpose, and still manage to make it flexible 
enough for its content to be whatever it needed to be.  (Performing Knowledge, 
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 1999) The juxtaposition of disparate objects 
placed next to each other, creates a dynamic relationship in the understanding of 
the whole. It is a basic question one asks ourselves when composing a collage 
or an assemblage, when planning spatial and programmatic organisation in a 
building, when drawing space. 

How can one represent a whole, based upon individuals, and how does the part 
inform the whole?
 How do they cooperate, react and negotiate with each other to create a new 
synergies and mergers?
How can the individual Parts effect each other, inform and deform each other, 
to create a Whole?

Ferranto Imperato’s Cabinet of Curiosity, 1599- Wikipedia
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M.C. Escher- Geometric processes of filling the plain (tesselation) 
(http://www.insects.org/ced1/escher08.html)

The point of departure is the formal aspects of the Part-to-Whole- relation-
ships, and what consequences and negotiations it might bring with it when 
designing.
I am interested in how one can organize space and sequence upon these rela-
tionships, instead of bringing these questions in to play later in the process. 
What will happen to the design if one tries to not have the Whole in mind, 
but start in the zoomed in relationship between different rooms? 
Can disparate spatial qualities, perform on a both global and local level, and 
what will the intersections between these inform us with. How does differ-
ent types of program inform each other, the relationship to each other and the 
entire whole, without it acting to symbolic? How can geometries of different 
kind negotiate and cooperate, and what happens in the transition between 
these?  Will it demand a catalogue of forms and individuals to systematize 
the negotiations and meetings between the different spaces? If so, how can 
I make it perform individually and not become to rationalized and similar to 
each other? 
These questions can be described as a consequence and sequence of  the 
point of departure- the relationship and negotiation between Part and Whole. 
The main interest lies in the process to formulate a formal language trans-
lated from words to image and space.

INTRODUCTION
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THE SWEDISH MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Brunnsviken

Karolinska Univer-
sitetssjukhuset

Solna

Hagaparken

Albano

Frescati

Stockholm University

Norra Djurgården
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THE SWEDISH MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

The Swedish Museum of Natural History
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THE SWEDISH MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Within the Royal National City Park (established in 1994), in relation to Brunns-
viken, close to Norra Djurgården in Stockholm, lies Frescati.
Frescati was thought to be a science city within the city, a knowledge center for 
different disciplines to gather around. The University and many of its departments 
are situated here, embedded in parks, bothanical gardens, and nature, keeping a 
close relationship to its surroundings.

Next to Roslagsvägen and Frescativägen lies The Swedish Museum of Natural 
History, finnished in 1916, designed by the architect Axel Andeberg. 
(http://www.nrm.se/ommuseet/historikochbyggnad/byggnaden.9316.html)

Opposite to the museum lies The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, in a simil-
iar style of architecture. 
The museum of almost 20 000 sqm contains not only a museumspace, but also 
acts as an research institution of different departments for biology, entomology, 
bothanical science and mineralogy. The monumental design of the museum is 
based upon a merger between the baroque and an intense geometric jugend archic-
tecture. The design is based upon a centerpiece with separate wings for separate 
departments of the museum. This allows a more flexible structure, and the pos-
sibility to add on for future expansion. The building holds exhibitionshalls, movie 
theaters, auditorium and a restaurant, but the IMAX-movie theatre Cosmonova 
provide for almost half of its visitors today. (http://www.sfv.se/) 

Today the museum’s economy (as well as almost all sorts of museums) is depend-
ent on private funds, governmental support and collaboration with different or-
ganizations and private companies. When looking at the annual rapports, one sees 
a downward trend, where the earnings doesn’t seem to add up to the costs.  (http://

www.nrm.se/) Unfortunatelly this is not unusual today, and many museums has in-
cluded an “extra number” to attract the audience. In this case, the Cosmonova.
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THE SWEDISH MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Large transformations are taking place in adjacent areas surrounding 
Frescati and the Swedish Museum of Natural History.  A wish to connect 
the city centre through three strategically  important actors; Norra Sta-
tion, Albano and Norra Djurgården, has been brought forward. 
Close by Frescati lies the Albano area, a site in Stockholm that holds a 
strong potential focus on exploitation and development to enhance a link 
between the University and city centre. The main focus lies in creating 
meetings between different types of users, by mixing housing with exhi-
bition halls and lecture halls. Through this composition of program, one 
hopes that new knowledge will emerge through meetings and exchange.
(Q-Book 4, Albano, Patch Work Group -  KTH/SRC/KIT)

These premisses and ideas could also be applied on the settings of Fres-
cati and The Museum of Natural History. One can suggest other struc-
tures for knowledge and meeting places besides the traditional museum 
typology. Different groups of users interact and merge with eachother of 
different reasons.

“In the fast changing academic environment generality is an important 
factor for the creation of a long-term framework for flexible use of build-
ings in support of knowledge exchange. The social exchange between 
individuals and groups is much emphasised today and therefore places to 
meet have become central in the discussion on knowledge development. 
Performative buildings must provide advanced social environments, both 
field specific research environments like foyers, cafeterias and lecture 
halls together with public spaces outdoors.” 
(Q-Book 4, Albano, Patch Work Group -  KTH/SRC/KIT)
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Interior of the Museum of Natural History.
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One of the great focuses for the future of Stockholm, lies within the Royal 
National City Park and the Science City. 
Suggestions to create a science center  in the Albano-area has already been 
suggested, and the overall identity of the  large area is to create a cultural-
social-and biodiverse location for attractive and performative buildings. 
Therefore I find this to be an inspirational site to the formal questions I want 
to investigate.
The chosen site of the extention is placed in close relation to the old and 
traditional museum. In this way, the new language is challenged to meet and 
negotiate with the old. How does the rigid grid and geometry of the old muse-
um meet another typology and formal language. How can the two typologies 
influence eachother through transitions and negotiations?
The museum was designed in a way for it to grow naturally, with a main vol-
ume for wings to be attached to it. It is therefore natural for the extention to 
“grow” out of the museum, into something new and forward-thinking.

I see the opportunity to suggest an extension of the museum, a redefinition of 
the museum typology. 
My point of departure is a proposal that acts as an extension of the existing 
museum of Natural History, in the form of an Educational Centre for Natural 
Science. The extension will not only house various exhibition spaces but will 
also provide participatory and interactive elements such as seminar rooms, 
auditorium, scale 1:1 exhibition settings etc. An example of similar program, 
that integrates public and private spaces in an academic setting, but also at-
tracts users of different kinds is Språk-och Litteraturcentrum in Lund.
The extension proposes another definition of the traditional museum, a 

EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL SCIENCE

Diorama of bisons, composition of 2-dimensional background that by 
its curved surface together with stuffed bisons starts to act 3-dimen-
sional. (http://www.nhm.org/site/)

Språk-och Litteratur centrum, Lunds University
(Right image: http://www.arkitekt.se/s13290?skip10871=-1
Left Image: http://www.gustafs.com/fr/sok-referens/sprak--litteratur-
centrum-lund-sweden__80)
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David Garcia, 
MAP 002
A speculative proposal of the conservation of a large amount of 
disparate biotopes, in the purpose of archiving for the future.

merger between two programs; educational spaces and museum. This will allow 
for greater use and purpose, and promote natural meeting places between users 
of different kind..
The main focus will treat the formal and performative aspects to begin with. 
It will take its departure and inspiration of the museum typology. The educa-
tional centre today can in one way be described as a contemporary form of a 
museum, as a justified need for redefinition and mergers of programs. It will 
therefore be inspired and informed by the spatial order and hierarchy of muse-
ums. As the extention will be in close relation to the old museum, it will need 
a close study of the plans as they might act as an inspiration to the deformation 
of the spatial sequence and over all design. Sequence and spatial performance 
that museum typologies usually provide, will be combined and transformed into 
educational spaces as well. It is in the meeting of private/ public, open/closed, 
study rooms/exhibitions spaces the negotiation and transformation take place, 
and the design techniques begin.
Exhibition of natural science, pieces of nature as a spectacle, becoming almost 
synthetic, exhibiting nature becomes contradictious to its purpose. Exhibition 
spaces alongside with seminar rooms, might result in a fruitful juxtaposition 
that can encourage other analyses. A piece of nature, where the selection of spe-
cific biotopes exposed will demand an interaction with the observer, and a close 
relationship to the sequence of space. 
An experience based upon participation, turning the user into an active agent, 
rather than passive observer. The educational centre could then be described 
as a Cabinet of Natural Science. As in the historical cabinets of curiosity, this 
cabinet will also function as a source of information that triggers participation 
through the  act of disclosure rather than exposure and objects being at display. 

EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL SCIENCE
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PROGRAM
Foyer/ General spaces 200 sqm
Café/ Restaurant 275 sqm (incl. kitchen)
Kitchennettes for students 200 sqm (incl. seating areas)

PUBLIC / EXHIBITION
Indoor exhibitionspace 800 sqm
Courtyards and outdoor space (semi-exhibitionspace) 800 sqm
Library 500 sqm

EDUCATIONAL 
Auditorium 300 sqm
Lecture/ Seminar rooms 200 sqm
Studyrooms and Laboratories 400 sqm

SERVICES/ STAFF MANAGEMENT
Offices 100 sqm
Meeting Room 50 sqm
Support 100sqm

EDUCATIONAL CENTRE FOR NATURAL SCIENCE
Spatial organization

D.Libeskind, Denver Art Museum

Toyo Ito, Architecture Museum, 
Imabari

James Stirling, Seattle Art Museum

The program is inspiredby earlier school projects with similar programatic 
structure, traditional programmatic structures of libraries and museums. It has 
also taken its inspiration from the Språk-och Litteratur Center in  Lund (that 
holds a specific academic purpose, but still acts flexible enough to provide gen-
eral studyhalls for different types of users). The program will provide another 
entrance from the back, which might not compete to much with the original 
structure and act more as a “fun discovery” for the visitor.
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LINKING TOGETHER PARTS IN ORDER TO GENERATE THE WHOLE

The relationship between Part-to-Whole will be treated with a sequence of 
designtechniques. I would like to investigate what the notion of intersecting, 
implanting and nesting can give to the compound or assmeblage of space. 
This might mainly inform on a massing level, but I am also interested if these 
techniques can be applied on smaller scales. From capsules to mass. Can these 
global design techniques also start to perform on a local level?

Since working with negotiations and meetings between parts (individuals), I’m 
therefore also interested in introducing different types of individuals/shapes to 
see what they can give and inform each other when intersecting/interacting with 
each other. For example, how can the curvilinnear and freeformed shapes start 
to interact with normative and recognizable figures? What outcome might it 
give and is it even desireable?

The process will take its departure in the investigation of how different methods 
can interact between different types of volumes and structures. This will help 
me define various definitions of intersections, implants and nesting qualities, 
and what types of space/ space-sequence these might generate. Will it gener-
ate qualities as poché, in-between-space, sharp contrasts or blurred meetings 
between material and volumes? Will the notion of a corridor, linking together 
rooms, then be unnessacesary or is it only a matter of redefinition?

Small diagram example of 2 dimensional 
interaction. 
Intersections, implants and nesting in 
some situations parts are acting as a 
whole, and in some less. 

When does object cease to appear as a whole? Similar research of disparate 
materials interacting and forming a whole in 2nd year studies.

DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND PROCESS
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What happens when space intersect space and how does one notice the transi-
tion? It could be interesting to work with transitions and changes in texture and 
material when using these design techniques. 
On a representational level one could therefore introduce a mixture of analogue 
model material and 3D printer/Lazercutter/ CNC-mill to see what sensibilities it 
might generate. 

Site and landscape, texture and material will to an extent inform my formal 
research and statement, but I am mainly interested in taking a formalist ap-
proach towards a statement, and investigate design methods such as hierarchy/
non-hierchical organization, symmetry/assymmetry, linnear/paintingly, open/
closed spaces and relationships, deep/thin etc. Contrasts and contradictions 
like these could generate the juxtapositioned-like sensation as the Augsburg Art 
Cabinet does, when taking on the relationships of Part-to-Whole. The deforma-
tion of normative figures/ normative figures become deformed after interacting 
with eachother, it can create varoius spaces of different quality and sensibilities, 
which I believe could be attractive to the program chosen.

Tony Cragg
Assemblages and Part-to-
Whole relationships.
What happens in the meet-
ing between two different 
geometries, and what 
transformation starts to 
take place?

DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND PROCESS
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interlaced nesting- imprint and inter-
section in massingstudies from earlier 
project
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Assemblages and Part-to-
Whole relationships.
What happens in the meet-
ing between two different 
geometries, and what 
transformation starts to 
take place?

DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND PROCESS
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DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND PROCESS

-Part-to-Whole Relationships

-Negotiations and transitions

-Taxonomy and Juxtaposition

- Non-hierarchical / Hierarchical

- Composition of Compounds

-Assymetric / Symmetric

Initial drawings of nesting, clustering and interlacing 
qualities in organizing space, Spring 2012, Maribor 2112 
AI-project14

I will therefore start my formal investigation through a closer study of the 
museumplan and the spatial sequence. By starting to disturb it, deforming, 
and intersect the spaces, it might provide these relationships I am interested in 
investigating. 
As we have studied the potentials of the flexibility of textiles in massing and 
compounds, I would be interested in combining these with more rigid struc-
tures. Harder materials of different geometry (could be solids/ stamped out 
patterns/ framings etc) effecting the softness of textiles. Can this be translated 
in to  disparate deformations on a massing level or the actual formal language? 
Obviously the textile will be the first to be deformed by the harder material, but 
what if the textiles would start to deform the rigid/ hard structures as well? 
How can the opposites relate to eachother, and inform eachother equally, with-
out starting to blend in to eachother and loose its individuality?
I hope to achieve a system of disparate structures, that will allow for close 
relationships, deforming and informing eachother. Acting as a Whole, while 
performing as individuals.



Museums as a typology has always dealt with the issue of spatial organiza-
tion, and the room-to-room-problem. Since my thesis approaches a formal-
ist research, I will need to analyze earlier formal typologies for this pro-
gram by for. example the lecture series published in Arch+  by M. Unger.
I want to look in to specific details of different museums, that I find inter-
esting for the formal questions generated. The National Gallery of Stutt-
gart by J. Stirling is one architectural reference I am interested in look-
ing further in to. Stirling treats effectful transitions between private and 
public/ closed and open relationships in building, something that in my 
case might be helpful and inspiring. Another reference would be the Jew-
ish Museum in Berling made by D. Libeskind, a project I still find very 
inspiring in its maze-like roomrelationships, and the dramatic sensibilities 
the contrasting rooms bring out. 

Besides the architectural references I am going to study, I will also look 
into artists that have dealt with these types of issues as well. I find the 
question of texture and material quality equally important as the question 
of composition and spatial relationships. Artists such as Tony Cragg and 
M.C. Escher have also dealt with questions of intersection and mixing ma-
terials and geometrical forms. Therefore it is of interest to study their work 
further, and my ambition is to form a greater knowledge in their methods 
and understandings of merger, interaction, intersection and transitions. 

REFERENCES
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w.2 Research of museumtypologies, plans and Siteanalysis

w.3 Research, Sitemodel digital and Initial formal investigations
 - Intersections and negotiations analogue models

w.4  Formal investigations
 - Intersections and negotiations
 analogue and digital models 

w.5 Formal investigations
 - Intersections and negotiations
 analogue models, digital models and drawings 

w.6 Physical model of the Museum and initial formal investigations
 - Compounds and relationships- Massing
 analogue models, digital models

w.7 Formal investigations
 - Compounds and relationships- From local to global 
 Massing in digital models

w.8 Formal investigations
 - Compounds and relationships- From local to global 
 Massing in digital models and analogue

w.9 Formal investigations
 - Compounds and relationships
 Massing in digital models and drawings

TIMESCHEDULE
w.10 Digital modelling and drawings

w.11 Midreview

w.12 Digital modelling and analogue models and diagrams

w.13 Refinement of formal studies, massing and details based upon  
 Midreview critique

w.14 Finnish refinement of formal studies, massing and details based  
 on Midreview critique

w.15 Digital modelling for drawings and images

w.16 Digital modelling and analogue models

w.17 Finalizing models 

w.18 Final seminar

w.19 Preparing for drawings and renderings

w.20 Finalizing drawings 

w.21 Finalizing images 

w.22 Finalizing presentation
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